
 

Flavour Guide 
 

1.  Choose a cake flavour. 
2.  Choose filling flavours: 

a. For BUTTERCREAM covered cakes – choose up to TWO specialty filling and/or 

buttercream filling flavours. Note: Specialty fillings and buttercream with real cream 

cheese will include an extra charge above the quoted price. 

b. For FONDANT covered cakes – choose up to TWO specialty filling and/or buttercream 

filling flavours. Note: Not all fillings are suitable under fondant cakes (see page 2). 

Suitable specialty fillings will include an extra charge above the quoted price. 

3. Choose a frosting flavour: 

a. For BUTTERCREAM covered cakes – cakes are typically frosted in white buttercream 

so that a colour of your choice can be added. Clear vanilla, natural flavours, or artificial 

oil flavourings may be added to the frosting. Chocolate buttercream may be used for a 

brown cake, and strawberry or raspberry buttercream may be used for a pink cake. 

b. For FONDANT covered cakes – cakes are usually covered in ganache and vanilla 

flavoured fondant. Choose either chocolate or white chocolate ganache. 

 

               

 
 



 
Shannon’s SugarHigh is constantly testing new recipes and adding new irresistible flavours! Don't see 

something that you want? Just ask! There are also countless high-quality artificial oil flavourings that can 

be added to cakes and buttercreams; including, but not limited to, key lime, amaretto, eggnog, rootbeer, 

butter rum, butterscotch, English toffee, licorice, variety of fruits, tropical punch, tutti frutti, etc. 

 

Note: Specialty fillings and buttercream with real cream cheese will include an extra charge above 

the quoted price. 

 
Cake Flavours  

 

Carrot   Confetti  Marble   Vanilla 

Chocolate   Lemon   Red Velvet   

 

 

Specialty Filling Flavours 

  

 Caramel    Cream Cheese*   Orange Curd**  

Chocolate Truffle   Lemon Curd**   Raspberry** 

Cinnamon Sugar Cream Cheese* Lime Curd**   Strawberry** 

   

 

Buttercream Filling/Frosting Flavours (most flavours can be combined with cream cheese if desired**) 

 

 Bubble Gum***  Cream Cheese**   Nutella (Chocolate Hazelnut) 

Chocolate   Cream Cheese Flavour***  Peanut Butter 

 Chocolate Mint   Creamsicle (pure orange extract)  Peppermint 

 Cinnamon***   Hazelnut***    Raspberry 

Coconut Cream Cheese** *** Lemon Cream Cheese**  Strawberry 

 Coffee    Maple     Vanilla 

 Cotton Candy***  Mocha 

 

    

* Only suitable for filling cupcakes. 

** Fillings with fresh fruit and/or dairy are not suitable under fondant covered cakes. Artificial oil based flavouring                

can sometimes be used in its place. 

***Artificial oil flavouring. 


